RECENT UW SPINOFFS ARE A HIT

**JUNE 2020**
- Membrion raises $6M in new funding

**JUNE 2020**
- HeadLight raises $25M in Series B

**MARCH 2020**
- Proprio raises $23M in Series A

**JUNE 2020**
- PvP Biologics is acquired by Takeda ($330M in payments and milestones)

**JANUARY 2020**
- TwinStrand Biosciences raises $16M in Series A

**FEBRUARY 2020**
- Neoleukin Therapeutics raises $82.6M on the public market

**RECENT UW SPINOFFS ARE A HIT**

**JANUARY - DECEMBER 2019**
- Lyell Immunopharma raises > $600M in Series A, series B & partnerships

**NOVEMBER 2019**
- Cytocardia is acquired by Sana Biotechnology for an undisclosed amount

**NOVEMBER 2019**
- SonoMotion raises $10M in Series B

**OCTOBER 2019**
- Icosovax raises $51M in Series A

**SEPTEMBER 2019**
- A-Alpha Bio raises $2.8M in seed round

**AUGUST 2019**
- Neoleukin Therapeutics valued at $42.5M in stock swap with Aquinox

**MAY 2019**
- Novuson Surgical raises undisclosed amount from HOYA corporation

**FEBRUARY 2019**
- KenSci raises $22M in Series B

**JANUARY 2019**
- Proprio raises $7M in seed funding

**APRIL 2018**
- C-SATS is acquired by Johnson & Johnson for an undisclosed amount

**FEBRUARY 2018**
- Universal Cells is acquired by Astellas ($102.5M in upfront and milestones)